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In considering the case for the unification of Maharash· 
tra it is necessary to begin with some observations on the 
nature and constitution of Federal Governments. It has 
been pointed out that Federalism is the result of a com
promise between the desire to unite and the desire to re
main separate within a political state. The factors making 
for separation may be varied. A sense of separateness 
may arise out of geugraphic or economic divisions or diver
gence relating to race, religion, language, etc. A number 
of units which may be aware of separate identities because 
of any or all of these factors may yet wish to form a union 
to reap the advantages flowing from a larger political or 
economic unit. The desire for the formation of a union 
might flow from a feeling of commonness of either civili· 
zation or history, of religion or nationality which transcends 
the more detailed differences keeping the units separate: 
and this desire might be reinforced by consideration of the 
political and economic advantages resulting from a union. 
The larger the political unit the stronger is it likely to 
prove in defence and the more weight will it carry in the 
general body of nations. Also a larger unit leads to greater 
economic self-sufficiency which makes for strength not only 
in defence but also in economic bargaining. A larger unit 
can also exploit the internal advantages of large-scale ad
mini<;tr.ation; and with large programmes of economic 
planning or social security the advantages of a large unit 
become specially insistent. In federalism the advantages 
flowing from a large area of political and economic admi
nistration are reconciled with the desire of units to main
tain separate entity and the need to guard local and regional 
interests. The division into units in a federation it will 
thus be seen, is based primarily on historica~ pollti~al or 



geographical factors a2d is not to be confused with the 
division into local areas fer purposes of administrative con
,·epjence. A unitary guvernment has undoubtedly many 
advantages but where for reasons of the need to bring a 
diversity of elements together a unitary government is out 
of account federation l:as obviously to be adopted. 

Few wculd advocate the adoption of the unitary prin
ciple for the constituti0n of an Indian Government. Almost 
every factor that is found to create a sense of separateness 
is to be four.d definitely within the vast territories of this 
country. The economic and geographic regions are many 
and distinct: and there are marked differences of race, 
language and reEgion. In spite. however, of these dil
ferences the nst bU.:k of, at least the non-i\1uslim, peopk3 
have such a feelir.g of commonness of tradition and civi
lizat:r.n and so realise tne advantages and political and eco
nomic unity that they are strongly in favour of the forma
tion of Indian union. In these circumstances, the demarca
cation of appropriate federating units that will serve to 
build up a strong Indian Cnion is a task of great and im
medi2te importance with us. 

In a large nUJ11.ber of federations formed in the past, 
the states. the pro\inces or other federating units had 
ordinarily a long history of politically separate existence 
before the formation of the federation. Such \Vas the case 
with tl:e states ef North lunerica, the Cantons of Switzer
land. ProYinces of Canada or the States of Australia. These 
federations were therefore not faced with the problem of 
the formation of federating units. In India the problem is 
acute because t!'.e federatir..g act is being performed not 
by units pre\iot:sly inderendent but is taking place on the 
basis of FfOYinces \v~Jch were formed by histcrical acci· 
dent and have been n:ere administrative divisions of a 
l:.ig!Ly centralised tt."litary go,·er:nment. These provincial 
units l:ave r.o meaning in the new context. They cannot 
be the federatir.g u::i:s because a number of them are of 
such con:posite character that ti:ey form srr.all potential 



federations in thernseh·es. Therefore, ii the work of the 
Assembly forming the constitution of an Indian federation 
is to proceed on significant and durable lines the attempt to 
form the federating unit must precede and not follow the 
finalizing of the constitution of the Gnion. It is only when 
the members of the Assembly are organized into group£> 
which represent homogenec·us corr~rrmni ties and peoples 
having similar interests in common that the real Froblem 
of reconciling separate interests wi:h a ur.if.ed central 
go\'ernment will be duly appreciated and soh·ed. 

If the formation of the federatmg units is thus urgent 
as a preliminary step, a basis mu.st be indicated on which ~ 

the quest of the federating units can be fruitfully conduct
ed. The basis is giyen by the nature of the problem of 
federalism sketched abore. A federation is the result of 
the coming together of units who are conscious of separate 
identity; the federating units must therefore be formed of 
regions, the peoples of which are conscious of separa~e 

identity i.e., as dis!inct from their neighbours and per 
cont:ra are conscious of a feeling of unity among therr..selyes. 
A sense of oneness among peoples because of commonness 
of history and tradition, race, language or religion will 
obviously gi\·e the basis of the federating units. Our 
request is for an area where homogeneity \ri:h reference 
to pohtical action ar.d political allegiance is found exio;;ter.t.~ 
Difference in geographical factors or in economic condi· 
tions does not ordinarily ,·itiate a sense of po!itical unity 
ar.d within e\·en a large political unit it is ah,·ays possible 
to pro\'ide for regional differences by dhision into admLTJ.i
strati\·e areas or by the ir.troduction of the principle of 
local autonomy. 

On the basis of the test gin·n aboYe the linguistic prin-~ 
ciple will be seen to yield tl":e proper lirr;its f·)r political . 
units especially in Penbsular India. Tl:at the federating· 
units should be uni~ngual might be easily taken for grant~ 
ed. A \'ariety cf languages would make democratic gc:Nern
mer.~s \'ery di:ncult in a unit: :;r,d if c·n J:.,j v~!:er g!"our,d 



the creation of new federating units must provide fPr:. th~ 
people. in .the federating .•unit. s~a.king, ov~rwlu,tlminJlY 
one language. Given. the language. t~st the. regio~ ~~e 
Marathi is the dominant tongue. ~~d yield· on,e l~e.·qop-:
tiguous. unit which should be the federating unit: for . <thi$ 
area. Within the area itself there are also no factQrs;which 
indicate any smaller federating units being formed. .. · .. The 
primm·y federating unit should obviously be as· large .. as 
political homogeneity permits. This makes for ease in: the· 
working not only of the .Uruon but is advantageous also 
from the point of view of the·federating unititself. Sue-· 
cess of schemes .. of economic .planni~g and social welfare as 
well as the possession of political strength depend on .the 
largeness of territory and resources coiiUn8nded by a .poli.; 
tical u·nit. Iri a federa.tion where large powers in respect of 
economic matters. are vested in the federating unit . an uri
necessary splitting of areas in the federating units is 
highly wasteful. The influence that a people will wield. in 
the affairs of the Union will also depend to a considerable 
extent on their economic and political strength.· A set of 
small units will naturally not command the same ·posi
tion as one large unit and, therefore, the largest possible 
homogeneous unit should everywhere be· forme~ .into the 
federating unit. · · 

Examining the specific que~tion . of Maharashtra 
it is easy to show that the whole re~ion inhabited 
by ,people . speaking Marathi . should form. one federating 
unit. More than any. other region of u:qilingua.l people in 
India_ unified Maharashtra will be found to have complete 
political homogeneity. .Not only would 'the language spo
ken in this tract be one but the literary' traditions of all the 
peoples would be the same. . There have been no rigid. bar
riers jn the past in any kind of conta~t over tha whole tetti-:
tory of this unified Maharashtra. · In ·social . $trueture lhe 
similarity among the most distant parts is remarkable; The· 
three. maili class~s of the· people of Maharashtra,. MaratllaS; 
;Mah~rs . and Brahmins are spread · more or less' . 4; 
formly ·over all.this. territory . and among all these tHtle~ 
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caste groups there is not only a feeling of. onen'ess,but. alsri 
a considerable interchange in social relationship. The reli .. 
:gious and cultural· tr,a4itions of the people of·. ~he .entire 
tract are the same. . The saints they revere, the ·heroes they 
worship, the historical· memories they treasure are all the 
same, Within no sphere of social or cultural life could any; 
definite line of demarcation be drawn in the territory c.f 
tlllified Maharashtra and there is no particular part' of it 
which, as a whole, does not shar.e in the sense of cominon:. 
ness. This is not only· so today but seems to have alway-s 
been the ca~ through historical times. Therefore, the poli
tical allegiance of a unified Maharashtra will be firmly 
grounded in the sentiments of the people and in t~eir feel
ing of unity. 

There is no sharp division, . even geographical or eco
nomic, in the area. The one. region in the area of unified~ 
Maharashtra which constitutes a separate geographiciil en
. i\Y ·by itself is, of course, the region of the Konkan. 
~ geographical features and the economfof the 

Lvnkan resulting therefrom are undoubtedly . distinct 
from those of the rest of Maharashtra. However,. nobody 
has on that account ever suggested• that. the Konkan should 
form a separate political unit. As a matter of fact for at 
least the last 1;000 years the Konkan has never formed a 
separate unit by itself but has always been unified with 
parts of the region of Maharashtra above the ghats: For 
the rest of Maharashtra there are no sharp economic or 
geographical features dividing ·one region from another. 
There' are alSo no divergences in economic interests in the 
modern sense. There has been no special eoncentratiol\ of 
industry in any one part and no special dependence on a 
single product which might result in specialised interest for 
a particular · region.. If one examines, for example, the 
existing· administr~"five divisions between various parts of 
Maharashtra, one finds that the lines of these divisions are 
utterly meaningless. The economic or social or cultural life 
in Kolhapur and other States of the Southern' Maratha 
country are not ·divergent frorn those of areas included in 



British districts surrounding them. The economy of Bera;
has mvre in common with that of Khandesh than v.ith the 
economy of the districts of Bhandara or Chanda. And the 
l\Iarathwada area in the Xizam"s Dominions form together 
with !he districts of Mmednagar, Sholapur and Khandesh 
on tile one hand and Berar on the other one typical con
tinuous block of the Deccan Peninsula. Tr.e di\·ision in 
different administrations of these territories is certainly 
neither ad\alltageous for the whole nor for any part thereof. 
If an attempt were to be made to form more than one fede
rating unit from a.rr.ong t!:e whole area it would merely 
result in a disastrous weakening of the forces of :\Liha
rasht1a in the Indian union and it would not ha,·e any 
special meanil!g in the conte:-..t vf any !'Ocial. cultural or 
economic feature. 

It has been sometimes al:eged that incorporating 2. 

whole area which is large into one political unit mig!lt re
sult i-:1. the dominance o\·er the whole area of a particular 
point of tiew cmd the neglect of many local interests. I~ 

has also been said that the area which is economically bet
ter off within the larger unit might feel that i~s ir..terest 
was being SGcrificed by such a u:c..ion. It might. of course. 
be ccubted whether it is v.ise for any particular area pro
fessing to be part of one whole people to set up a claim for 
not sharing its wealth with co-citize:ns. bdia and othe: 
poor countries in the world todc.y are putting forward ~ 
plea for special treatment by richer nations of tl:e world. 
In such a situation a purely sectional -..iew in a sEall region 
is to be depl::lred. HoweYer. that n:ay oe, there is r..o 
region today '\\i:!>..i.'l ~.!atarash:ra that is to a special degree 
richer than oLlJ.ers. North Konkan is the only area which 
is remarkably poorer trc&.'l o::her regions. For t:-:e res:. 
reg:or..s of agricultural prosperity such as Koll:apu.r ar:d the 
South Satara riistrict, t!:.e areas of the Deccan Canals. parts 
of Khandesh. Berar ar..d Xagpur diYisions are all fairly 
evenly dispersed. It is no longer true to sa;.-. as it was per
haps true during the days of boom in cotton prices. that 
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· Berar is a specially rich region; and as to the possibility of 
, future development a combination of hydro-electric and 
irrigation development has more in store for the districts 
of the Bombay-Deccan than for tl:.e Nagpur-Berar area. 
Apart, therefore, from the cogency of the plea of a richly 
endowEd area trying to get a special treatment for itself 
there c..re in fact no such areas within unified l\1aharashtra. 
With regard to the plea of dominance of any particular 
point of view or neglect of local interests it is obvious 
that ::.;uch fears can be provided against in advance. It is 
difficult to believe that in. unified Maharashtra, with fran
chis£> and political power evenly spread, any one region 
will qwC'ially dominate others. The conditions of political 
life a1·e more or less similar throughout this tract and its 
social and economic problems are closely similar. The bulk 
of the rural peasantry is similar in disposition throughout 
the area and political power in a unified Maharashtra, will 
overwhelmingly pass into the hands of their representa
tives. The nature of such representation, their political 
programme or methods are not likely to differ from tract 
to tract. However, it would still be impossihl.e to provide 
for machinery by which any special regional interests 
could be properly safeguarded. The problem of these de
vices leads us to considerations which will be common to 
all parts of India. The possibility of forming sub-provinces 
and :JUtonomous districts or cities within each federating 
unit must be contemplated. Such extension of the area 
and concepts of local self-government is in a line with our 
political development and the genius of our people. The 
details of such devices must. however, be considered in 
counection not with the formation of particular federating 
units but as a part of the entire constitutional structure. 

30th September, 19-16. 


